We derive the MacLaurin series for the moments of the system time and the delay with respect to the parameters in the service time or interarrival time distributions in the GI/G/1 queue. The coe cients in these series are expressed in terms of the derivatives of the interarrival time density function evaluated at zero and the moments of the service time distribution, which can be easily calculated through a simple recursive procedure. The light tra c derivatives can be obtained from these series. For the M/G/1 queue, we are able to recover the formulas for the moments of the system time and the delay, including the Pollaczek-Khinchin mean-value formula.
Introduction
The system time and the delay of a customer are among the most interesting performance measures in a GI/G/1 queue. They have been attracting a lot of research attentions (see, e.g., 1]). In this paper, we derive the MacLaurin series for the moments of the system time and the delay with respect to the parameters in the service time or the interarrival time distributions. They can be used to calculate the moments of the system time and the delay in a GI/G/1 queue. These series are expressed in terms of the derivatives of the interarrival time density function evaluated at zero and the moments of the service time. A simple procedure for calculating the coe cients in the series is given, which is very easy to implement. With a little modi cation, the light tra c derivatives with respect to the arrival rate can also be calculated easily for a general GI/G/1 queue. Another interesting application of our results is that for the M/G/1 queue we are able to recover the formulas for the moments of the system time and the delay, which include the Pollaczek-Khinchin mean-value formula as a special case.
Our basic approach is to integrate the recursive Lindley equation. By doing this, we nd that the mth moment of the delay only depends on the (m + 1)th and higher moments of the 2 system time. This leads to a very nice recurrence relation for the moments of the system time and the delay, which makes it possible to obtain the MacLaurin series of these moments. In addition to the results of the GI/G/1 queue, another contribution of this paper is to provide a very simple but e ective way that is potentially applicable to a broad class of stochastic processes whose sample paths are governed by recursive equations similar to the recursive Lindley equation.
There is a numerical approach related to our method in the literature. Benes 2] rst obtained the MacLaurin series of steady state probabilities for a class of nite state Markov processes which are often used to model telephone switching systems. He also derived a recursive procedure to evaluate the coe cients of the MacLaurin series. However, his derivation was based on the ow balance equations of Markov processes, a technique which is very di erent from ours. Hooghiemstra et al. 4] and Blanc 3] used the similar technique to evaluate the MacLaurin series of steady state probabilities for cyclic-server queueing systems with Poisson arrivals and exponential service times.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give two fundamental equations. Based on these two equations the MacLauring series are derived in Section 3.
In Section 4, we calculate the light tra c derivatives. In Section 5, we recover the Tak acs recursive formula for the M/G/1 queue, which includes the Pollaczek-Khinchin mean-value formula as a special case. Finally, some remarks are given in Section 6.
Two Fundamental Equations
Consider a FCFS GI/G/1 queue with a renewal arrival process and i.i.d. (independently and identically distributed) service times. We assume the queue is stable. Let A n be the interarrival time between the nth and (n + 1)th customer and S n be the service time of the nth customer. Let A be a generic interarrival time with a bounded probability density function f( ) and S be a generic service time. Denote by T n and W n the system time and the delay of the nth customer, respectively hence T n = S n + W n :
It is well-known (see Lindley 6] ) that Note that in Equation (3) random variables W, A and S are independent of each other.
Assuming E T k =k!] < 1 (k = 1 2 ) it then follows from Equation (3) that
On the other hand, if we assume that f( ) can be written as
for an N > 0, where f 
where
and
As we shall see in the following, Equations (4) and (6) provide a powerful means to study a GI/G/1 queue. 
respectively, where M is a positive integer, we then can calculate the coe cients a km 's and b km 's for m min(N +2 M) by repeatedly using Equations (9) and (6) . When M = N = 1, We rst need to show that a km = 0 for m < k and k = 1 2 . This is equivalent to show that there exsits > 0 and c k > 0 such that E T k ] c k k for 0 < . To prove this, we consider another GI/G/1 queue with the service times X 1 X 2 and the interarrival times A 1 = A 2 = . The steady-state system time of this queue is denoted as T 0 . It is clear that T= is the steady-state system time of a GI/G/1 queue with the service times X 1 X 2 and the interarrival times A 1 = A 2 = . Since A n = A n = (n = 1 2 ), we know that T= is stochastically smaller than T 0 (Theorem 5. We now substitute Equations (11) and (12) into Equations (9) and (6) 
where k = 1 2 .
To illustrate how it works, we carry out the calculations for some coe cients in Table 1 . The numbers in the parentheses indicate the order in which the corresponding calculations are performed. We rst take 1 = 1, 2 = 0:5 and the mean service time = 1. This corresponds to tra c intensity = 0:66. Using the rst 40 terms in the MacLaurin series, we get the delay as 2.236068, while direct calculation from the G/M/1 formula gives 2.236067. Changing the mean service time to = 1:30, which corresponds to = 0:86, the calculated delay is 9.396926, while the direct calculation from the G/M/1 formula gives 9.413430. Finally, changing the mean service time to = 1:35, which corresponds to = 0:90, the delay calculated from our algorithm is 13.305110, while the G/M/1 formula gives 13.526619. The accuracy can, of course, be improved by taking more terms in the MacLaurin series. For example, when we take 45 terms for = 0:9, the delay calculated from Table 1 is improved to 13.399360. All the experiments are done on a VAX-7800 and the CPU times in all cases are less than 0.5 seconds.
We also did an experiment with an M=E 2 =1 queue where the parameters are = = 0:9.
The delay calculated through 
The Light Tra c Derivatives
In this section, we consider the derivatives of the system time and the delay moments with respect to the arrival rate at = 0. These derivatives are called the light tra c derivatives and have been previously discussed in 9, 8, 12] . The light tra c derivatives can be used jointly with the heavy tra c limits for approximating the curve of the delay against the arrival rate. Compared with previously developed methods for calculating the light tra c derivatives (e.g., see 9, 8] and references therein), our method is much simpler and easier to implement. This is particularly true for calculating higher derivatives.
To (3) and (2). Therefore we can obtain the MacLaurin series of E 
respectively. Consequently, we have
To check the complexity of our algorithm we did a numerical example for an E 2 =M=1
queue. The interarrival time distribution is two stage Erlang. The service time distribution is exponential with the mean service time = We calculated the rst 40 derivatives of EW at = 0 on a VAX-7800 in 0.6 seconds CPU time and the rst 500 derivatives in 194.25 seconds. This is consistent with our believe that the complexity of the algorithm increases with the order of the square of the number of derivatives calculated, as indicated in Table 1 . We compared our results with the results obtained directly from expanding Equation (25) using MACSYMA. For example, the theoretical value of b 1 40 is (calculated by MACSYMA) -0.16553793E-6 and the value calculated via Table 1 is -0.16553805E-6. The error for b 1m is caused by the wordlength constraint.
Given the speed of our algorithm this error can be reduced signi cantly by increasing the wordlength, especially for large m.
The Tak acs Formulas for the M/G/1 Queue
In this section, we turn our attention to the M/G/1 queue. We shall use Equations (4) and (6) to re-derive the Tak acs recursive formula for the higher moments of the delay in the M/G/1 queue. Our derivation is di erent from the one given by Tak acs 11]. We proceed as follows.
Letting C n m denote the binomial coe cients, we have
Therefore,
If the interarrival time is exponentially distributed with rate , i.e., f(x) = e ; x , then we have f (j) (0) = ;(; ) j+1 (j = 1 2 ). Substituting, we obtain the following Tak acs recursive formula
When i = 1 Equation (27) reduces to the Pollaczek-Khinchin mean-value fromula.
6 Some Remarks 1. We can see from Table 1 ] we then can carry out the above calculations.
3. It is possible that the obtained MacLaurin series only converges in a neighborhood of = 0. In this case we cannot use it to calculate the moments of system time and the delay for all . For example, for the E 2 =M=1 queue discussed in Section 4, if we take = 1 and expand E W] at = = 0, it is clear that the corresponding MacLaurin series only converges for 2 0 1=8). However, we can use an analytical continuation procedure to calculate E W] for all 2 0 1) based on the MacLaurin coe cients. This procedure can be applied to general cases. It is also possible to obtain some other approximations based on the MacLaurin coe cients obtained. These are ongoing further investigations.
